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1. US Warships Left the Black Sea: 3 MAR-Two American
destroyers had entered Black Sea as of 17 Feb. The two US
destroyers, having AEGIS anti-missile system, deployed in
the Black Sea, USS Ross and USS Carney left the Black Sea.
As of March 3, there is no US warship in Black Sea.
2. Main Planning Conference for the Sea Breeze-2018 Kicked
off in Odessa: 27 FEB-MPC for the Sea Breeze-2018 military
exercise, which is annually conducted in June and co-hosted
by Ukraine and the US, kicked off in Odessa on Feb 27. The
conference is attended by Bulgaria, Canada, Denmark,
Estonia, Georgia, Greece, Lithuania, Moldova, Norway,
Poland, Romania, Sweden, Turkey, and UK. BH assesses that
almost all the countries (except Finland and Latvia) feeling
themselves under direct Russian threat are attending the
exercise.
3. US Air Assets Continue Reconnaissance above Black Sea
Despite Recent Harassment: FEB 28-US air assets did not
cease reconnaissance operations in the Black Sea, despite
the recent harassment (on Jan 29) from Russian fighter jet.
They periodically continue flying around Crimea and
Krasnodar regions to spot military activities of Russia
(milradar.livejournal)
4. MoD of Romania Fifor: There Is a Very Intense Hybrid War,
Which Romania Also Feels, Not To Mention the Cyber
War: 2 MAR-In Bistrita, Romania, in response to a press
question about new Russian weapons and Putin’s
statements on his state of the nation adress on March 1st
that no anti-missile system is an obstacle for Sarmat ICBM,
Romanian Minister of Defense Mihai Fifor said that
Romania, as a NATO member and strategic partner of US, is
concerned about what is happening in the Black Sea, and is
the most important security provider, and that is why they
are strengthening their military capabilities. He also added:
“We are often asked why this effort by the country to
allocate 2% for the Romanian Armed Forces… We are living
in complicated times, what with the annexation of Crimea
by the Russia in 2014. Practically we are bordering Russia in
the Black Sea and I want to tell you that there is a very
intense hybrid war, which Romania also feels, not to
mention the cyber war, which is also real…(agerpres)
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Assessment,
Romania’s new deposit seems to have a positive impact on both Hungary’s and EU’s energy security and supply
diversification.
Russia wants Ukraine pay the price for approaching the West, and tries to economically weaken Ukraine. Nord Stream 2
and Turk Stream pipeline projects are intended to bypass Ukraine for gas transit to EU, and thus leaving Ukraine out of 2
billion Euro transit revenues. Annexation of Crimea, Russian support for separatists in Donbass, restrictions on the
dimensions of the vessels passing through the Kerch Bridge newly built by Russia which is negatively affecting Ukraine
agriculture transportation are all inhibitors for Ukrainian economy. And these kinds of projects, like Go Highway, are effective
ways to confront Russian efforts to disrupt Ukrainian economy. China’s recent investments in the Ukraine for the Belt and
Road Initiative are also evaluated as facilitators helping out Ukrainian economy to recover.
On the other hand, Kremlin uses U.S. military presence in Black Sea as an effective tool for its inner/outer propaganda.
Inner propaganda means the one to Russian people to buy their continuing support for its policies also considering
approaching elections.
US warships’ presence and US reconnaissance from the air in the Black Sea currently serves as the main, if not only,
response to Russian expansion.

ExxonMobil, OMV Petrom to Extract 6 Bln Cubic
Metres of Gas per Year from Black Sea: U.S. based
ExxonMobil and Austria based OMV Petrom will start
producing 6 billion cubic metres (bcm) of gas per year
from the Neptune block of Romania offshore Black
Sea, starting with 2020-2021.
EU Ready to Partially Finance GO HIGHWAY Project
Intended to Link the Baltics and Black Sea: Go
Highway transnational transport corridor project is
aimed to link Ukraine’s Black Sea ports of Mykolaiv
and Odessa with Poland’s Gdansk on the Baltic Sea.
Once implemented, goods deliveries between Baltics
and Black Sea would be cheaper and faster. The
project is also backed by World Bank.
Russia Sees Progress in the Turkish Stream Gas
Pipeline: In 2018, Russian state-owned natural gas
monopol Gazprom has increased its estimated budget
from $6 billion to $7 billion. The increase will initially
be funded by Gazprom's own budget but eventually
be refinanced through project bonds.
Pipelaying Commenced along TurkStream’s Black Sea
Route near Bulgarian EEZ : IPioneering Spirit pipelaying platform has begun installing the first line of the
TurkStream gas pipeline in the Black Sea area near the
border of the Bulgarian Exclusive Economic Zone, the
project company said in a statement on Feb. 19.
Economic Consequences of Russian Expansion in the
Black Sea and the Sea of Azov for Ukraine: 22 FEBRussian expansion in the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov
aims to establish control over critical maritime areas
and transport communication nodes. Russia is actively
building the Kerch Bridge connecting Crimea to
Krasnodar (the region on Russian Northeastern Black
Sea coast). On May 2017, Russia announced a
restriction on the dimensions of vessels passing under
the bridge which would not be met by about 50% of
Ukrainian Azov trade fleet. The losses of Mariupol and
Berdyansk seaports of Ukraine in Azov for 2017 are
43% for freight reduction and 30% for trans-shipment
shrinking. Total loss is about $54 million. This figure is
expected to be significantly higher in 2018. With the
Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014, Ukraine lost
70% of its naval capabilities. For now seven maritime
gas fields belonging to Ukraine is under Russian
seizure. Russia has extracted 7.2 bcm of gas since the
annexation of Crimea. This volume amounts to about
$ 1.73 billion in Ukrainian consumer prices in 2017.

